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Fleet and regatta reports

THE AMYA REGION 4 CHAMPIONSHIPS took place on August 27 and 28 in West
Chester, Ohio, just north of Cincinnati. This was our club’s second big event, and
although it was a regional regatta it was also an international affair. We had eleven
participants representing five countries, who came from New York, Missouri and
Illinois to race, as well as the locals from Ohio.

2005 REGION 4 CHAMPIONSHIP REGATTA REPORT
by Pablo Godel (Editor’s Note: This report arrived one day after the autumn issue of the CRonicle was published)

The eventual winner, Darren Bolton’s Aussie II, leads Dick Martin’s Mariah, Hank Buchanan’s
#110, and the rest of the fleet around the windward mark at the 2005 Region 5 regatta.

photo credit: Steve Mitchell

Friday’s registration and measuring took place in between moments of rain, at
times heavy rain. After the necessary business, we all got together at the Yardy’s
home and had a great time with lots of pizza, beer and other food.

Saturday morning greeted us with a cloudy sky and light winds, but as the day
progressed we got some nice winds from the west/southwest. At the end of the day,
our Class Secretary, Dick Martin, was leading the pack by three points, ahead of
Australian Darren Bolton.

After 24 races and a mandatory and energizing shower, we got together at a local
restaurant to enjoy some fine Italian food and, why not, some stories.

On Sunday, the final and deciding day, dense fog delayed the start, but a light
breeze arrived in time to allow us to run ten races before the end of the competition.
Darren Bolton had a great day and outscored Dick Martin, thus winning the 2005

photo credit: Carole Martin

From L to R: Pablo Godel (OH), Dick Martin (MO), Greg Johnson (OH), Dave Tacosik (OH),
Bernard Normand (OH), Dave Yardy (OH), Darren Bolton (IL), Hank Buchanan (NY), Bob
Armbruster (IL), and David Triick (OH).
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the     CRonicleCRonicleCRonicleCRonicleCRonicle
is published quarterly

Send comments, articles
photos and other material

to
the editor
CRonicle

1206 Castle Bay Place
Columbia, MO 65203

email: rhm@ussailing.net

CR 914 Class
A one-design class

member of the
American Model Yachting

Association

Class Secretary

Dick Martin .................. Columbia, MO

Class Measurer

Chuck Winder .......... Marblehead, MA

Advisory Committee Members

Ernest Freeland .......... Annapolis, MD

Pablo Godel .......... West Chester, OH

Howie McMichael ...... Larchmont, NY

Buttons Padin ....... New Rochelle, NY

Dave Ramos .................... Arnold, MD

Class Webmaster

Pablo Godel .......... West Chester, OH

AMYA Region 4 championship. Dick
Martin, Hank Buchanan, and locals
Greg Johnson and Dave Yardy followed
with trophies.

The success of this event could not
have been a reality without the support
of our club members, spouses and vol-
unteers. Thanks to Brittmarie Yardy for
opening her home for all of us, and to
Gabriela Godel for cooking those amaz-
ing pizzas and sweets. Thanks to the
race committee, Y-Flyer sailors from the
Hueston Woods Sailing Association,
Jerry Callahan, Pete Peters and Jim

Oops!

Henderson. And finally, a special
thanks to the skippers that came from
far away for making the effort to drive
all the way. 

photo credit: Carole Martin

photo credit: Steve Mitchell

The sun came out just in time for the awards
presentation.

ON THANKSGIVING MORNING the Inner
Harbor MYC in Syracuse, New York
hosted the fourth annual George Dickel
(yes, named after the whiskey) Cup re-
gatta. This was the first year that we
used only CR 914’s. In past years we

INNER HARBOR MODEL YACHT CLUB
by Tyler Cagwin

second and Todd Cagwin driving #1223
was third.

 We are in the process of ordering
four more CR 914s right now, so by
spring our fleet will number twelve
boats! Very fast growth. 

have had a mish mash of
boats. Our 914 fleet has
grown to allow us a con-
sistent seven boats on
the line, and this year’s
racing was fierce. We
had two divisions, nov-
ice and experienced, and
then had a finals race for
the top three finishers in
each class. Andrew
Mohr, sailing #1208
came in first place, Lee
Cagwin’s #1222 was Inner Harbor MYC CR 914s and friends.
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THE WEATHER for the second annual
Thanksgiving Hangover Regatta, held
at Edgewater Yacht Club on November
26 was ...pretty much what you’d ex-
pect for a sailboat race in Cleveland two
days after Thanksgiving.

Boat Driver Pts
1 1158 Todd Tigges 10
2 Juniper Bob Rosenbaum 18
3 Echoes Tom Wollett 23
4 1137 Lew Kuhn 32
5 Terry Krafcik 45
6 1304 Mike Edwards 52
7 Peter Ilgenfritz 54

EDGEWATER YACHT CLUB THANKSGIVING HANGOVER REGATTA
Let us give thanks for light air in cold weather
by Bob Rosenbaum

Snow at the start: Thanksgiving weekend in
Cleveland provides unpredictable weather;
but you know it’s not going to be warm.

Winds were moderate and the air
temperature was a perfect 32 degrees.
Seven competitors completed 11 races
before gratefully retiring to the warmth
of the clubhouse for chicken wings and
beer.

Only one big boat remained in the
water on the day of the race, but the CR
914s navigated a two-lap windward-lee-
ward course beginning at 10:30 a.m.
Race rules called for the last race to
begin no later than 1 p.m. One throwout
was awarded for every four races.

While the water temperature in Lake
Erie was a spa-like 47 degrees, there
was no enthusiasm for climbing into the
small inflatable dinghy that was on-
hand for the event, so the starting line
and weather mark were tossed into the
water from docks at either end of the
club’s sailing  basin. It made for a very
long weather leg, allowing lots of op-

Final Results

Cold Start: The fleet lines up for the start at the north end of the basin.

Lonely basin: The small fleet was dwarfed by empty docks and gray skies.

portunity for wind-seeking and tight
tactics.

Bob Rosenbaum’s Juniper started
quickly, with two firsts in the first three
races. But Todd Tigges proved the best
sailor of the day, winning eight races
and never finishing lower than third.

The course was tricky, with a steady

breeze encouraging starters to hit the
left side – where the wind promptly fell
apart under the disruption of the docks.
Over the course of the day, competitors
eventually found the right side of the
course to provide favorable lifts and
sporadic puffs.

Three times during the event,
timeout was called to take the boats in-
side to warm up. While electronics
tended to perform well enough in the
cold, ice collected on the jib sheets and
eventually jammed the padeyes. It
tended to jam in the “in” position, so
upwind work was fine but the down-
wind leg was painful as other boats
powered by.

The start-finish line was used as a
leeward gate, so competitors could
round either mark as they turned up-
wind for the second lap. It was a tacti-
cal decision early on, but became a non-
factor as the breeze shifted and the on-
shore mark proved the obvious choice.

Appropriate gear for the day in-
cluded fingerless gloves, hats and heavy
boots – to tramp through the 2-inch
fresh snowfall from the previous night.
If there were spectators, they were
watching from the warmth of the club-
house. Starting help was provided by
Donna Wollett and Cindy Edwards. 
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AFTER ENJOYING FOUR YEARS of remark-
ably smooth sailing—with steadily in-
creasing size and enthusiasm that whole
time—M3SC, which started out with a
fleet of two CR 914s, two Fairwind
900s and a US 1-meter back in 2001
and since 2002 has raced CR 914s ex-
clusively, finally encountered some tur-
bulent waters this year.

Growth of the fleet, which had be-
gun to level off last year, hit a plateau
of 16 914s, suggesting that we have
exhausted the supply of sailors in this
small, land-locked college town. The
Columbia Department of Parks and
Recreation gave priority to a fishing
program, thus forcing us to cancel our
Columbia’s Cup invitational regatta at
Stephens Lake Park in June. Our old
standby venue, Lake Elsdon, developed
intermittent, unpredictable algae
blooms. Less than half of our boats
showed up for most of our RaceDays.
Three of our 15 scheduled Sunday
RaceDays had to be cancelled, due to
weeds once, heat once (our club rules
state that no races will be held when
the heat index is forecast to exceed
101°) and ice on the final day of the
racing season.

Despite this sea of troubles, 14 sail-
ors, including three non-boat-owning
visitors, managed to sail a total of 163

MID-MISSOURI MODEL SAILING CLUB
2005: It was not a very good year
by Dick Martin

races during the year. The final results
of our two season series are shown in
the tables (to compensate for the fact
that folks can’t participate in every
RaceDay, each boat throws out its worst
day in each series, shown in gray).

Two new 914s joined our fleet at
the start of the year, helping to offset
the loss of two of our long-time mem-
bers. Interestingly, our four newest

Diversion (729), Nick of Time (1265), Slim Margin (886), and Joy Spring (1186) lead the nine-
boat fleet that raced on July 10, the biggest turn out of the year.

M3SC’s beautiful venue (when the algae is
in remission) at Lake Elsdon.

boats are all from out of town, two from
the Kansas City area and two from the
eastern part of Missouri. And of the new
folks who have expressed interest in
building 914s and joining us next year,
three are from St. Louis, one from the
Lake of the Ozarks area, and one from
Springfield, Missouri. Perhaps we
should change our name to the Mid-
America Model Sailing Club. 

This was how the pond looked on December
11, scheduled to be our grand season finale.

photo credit: Dick Martin
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BLUE CRAB MODEL YACHT CLUB
Nils van den Beemt, Commodore
[adapted from the club website at www.bcmyc.com]

IT WAS A SLOW SUMMER HERE in Gaithersburg, Maryland – hot and pondless. But
we finally got our Summer Regatta in on September 18 at Inspiration Lake, and
the Fall Regatta on October 23 at the Soccerplex. Here are the results. 

Action during the Fall Regatta on October 23.

FOUR RACERS CAME OUT FOR THE FINAL OFFICIAL RACE OF THE SEASON for
the Shoreline Model Yacht Club at Shoreline Park in Mountain View, Cali-
fornia. Congratulations to John Ebey, the new Club Champion. Bill Wright
was second and last year’s champion, Jim Scudder was third. 

SHORELINE  MODEL YACHT CLUB
John Ebey, Commodore
[adapted from the club website at smyc_cr914.tripod.com/id3.html]

THE YACHT CLUB
Graham Elliott, Commodore
[adapted from the club website at home.earthlink.net/~waltbdouglas/results.html]

DURING THE 2005 RACING SEASON the Yacht Club in Houston, Texas, which currently
has ten active CR 914 owners, sailed a total of 190 fleet races nine team races and
six match races in a total of 21 days of racing. Here are the results of the Fall Regatta
and 2005 Club Championship, sailed at Kings River Pond in 3-7 mph winds on
October 30. 
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Tuning the Nut on the end of the joysticks
by Dick Martin

Tacking too close
Perhaps the most common cause of disagreement between

two skippers occurs when one boat tacks close in front of a
another boat. Here are several things to keep in mind when
you contemplate using this racing tactic. The bottom line is
that it’s considerably harder to pull off—legally, that is—
than you may think.

Here are the parts of the Racing Rules of Sailing that
apply.

13 WHILE TACKING
After a boat passes head to wind she shall keep
clear of other boats until she is on a close-hauled
course…

15 ACQUIRING RIGHT OF WAY
When a boat acquires right of way, she shall ini-
tially give the other boat room to keep clear, unless
she acquires right of way because of the other boat’s
actions.

Note that the right-of-way boat is not obligated to antici-
pate that she will lose her right of way; ISAF Case 53 makes
this clear: “Allowing adequate time for response, when rights
and obligations change between two boats, is implied in rule
15 by its requirement to allow the newly-obligated boat ‘room
to keep clear’.”

Figure 1A illustrates a situation that elicited a protest (sub-
sequently withdrawn to avoid delaying the next race) at the
2005 Region 4 Championships. Gray began to tack when
the two boats were at position 2. White claimed that she had

Tacker Beware
to begin to alter course before Gray had completed her tack
(when Gray was on her close-hauled starboard course at po-
sition 5), and that if White had waited until Gray had com-
pleted her tack she would have hit Gray just ahead of her
transom, as shown at position 5.

Figure 1B shows a similar scenario, in which Gray on
port tack converges with White on starboard and tacks di-
rectly in front of White’s course.

Figure 1 reflects the very short turning radius of a CR
914, although it may slightly overestimate the speed the boat
can maintain during the tack. It demonstrates that to give
your opponent adequate time to keep clear after you have
completed your tack, you need to have about a two-boat-
length lead when you begin to tack in order to avoid the risk
of being protested and losing in a protest hearing unless you
are fortunate enough to have witnesses.

Once upon a time, the applicable rule specifically stated
that in the case of disagreement, the onus fell upon the tack-
ing boat to prove that she did not tack too close. That word-
ing fell by the wayside—unfortunately, in my opinion—when
ISAF simplified the RRS a decade or so ago. But, according
to Dave Perry in Understanding the Racing Rules of Sail-
ing, “most protest committees apply the principle in ISAF
Case 50…which is that they first put the responsibility on
[the White boat in the example shown] to satisfy the com-
mittee that the boats were close together. They then put the
responsibility on [Gray] to satisfy them that [Gray] was on a

In both of these situations, Gray has tacked too close in front of White. White must
begin to luff somewhere between positions 4 and 5 in order to avoid hitting Gray.

Scenario A Scenario B

Fig. 1
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close-hauled course before [White] changed her course; and
that once she was on a close-hauled course she gave [White]
room to keep clear. This responsibility on [Gray] is often
difficult to win against” (emphasis mine).

To put these situations in better perspective, note that
hull speed (in knots) is calculated by the formula

* Chuck Winder, who reviewed this manuscript, made the following astute
observation: “Note in 18.3 that there is no mention of which tack. Imagine
a mirror image of Figure 2. Once the starboard-tack boat tacks onto port
she must not interfere with the boat originally on port tack. The starboard-
tack boat may force the port tack boat to either tack or dip under her stern,
but if she tacks inside the 4-boat zone she has to abide by 18.3(a and b).”
I cannot envision how this ‘mirror image’ problem could arise in a race
where marks are rounded in the conventional manner to port, but it certainly
can come into play when marks are to be rounded to starboard, as is
commonly the case in match racing.

When a boat completes a tack within the four-length zone and a boat
that is fetching the mark approaches her, she breaks rule 18.3(a) if she
causes that boat to sail above close-hauled to avoid hitting her.

Fig. 2

What Rule 18.3(a) boils down to is that, when you ap-
proach a windward mark on port tack* you are not automati-
cally entitled to room at the mark inside a boat that has been
approaching the mark on starboard tack on the starboard
layline, even if you complete your own tack onto starboard
before the two boats become overlapped. If that starboard
tacker has to sail above close-hauled to keep from hitting
you, for example, you have committed a foul. Figures 2 and
3 (adapted from Dave Perry’s excellent book cited above,
which I highly recommend to all sailors, and redrawn with
four-length circles) further illustrate the implications of Rule
18.3.

and that close-hauled in a reasonable breeze and traveling at
hull speed, a CR 914 is doing about 2.3 knots, which is about
3.9 feet per second. Thus in Figure 1 it would take only about
a second and a half for the boats to travel two lengths, for
example from White’s position 3 to position 5. Recalling
that Gray is required to give White “adequate time for re-
sponse,” even having a two-length lead before tacking close
ahead may be cutting things mighty close and asking for
trouble in a protest hearing. Particularly if your adversary
happens to carry a copy of Figure 1 in his pocket. ☺

Tacking near a windward mark
Rule 18.3 makes it even tougher on a port-tack* boat

when she tries to tack near the four-length circle at a wind-
ward mark. Here is what it says, as modified by the four-
length zone specified in rule E1.3(b).

18.3 TACKING AT A MARK
If two boats were approaching a mark on opposite
tacks and one of them completes a tack in the four-
length zone when the other is fetching the mark,
rule 18.2 [GIVING ROOM; KEEPING CLEAR] does not apply.
The boat that tacked
(a) shall not cause the other boat to sail above

close-hauled to avoid her or prevent the other
boat from passing the mark, and

(b) shall give room if the other boat becomes over-
lapped inside her, in which case rule 15 does
not apply.

              1.34    waterline length (in feet)

It is extremely risky to approach a windward mark on a
port-tack course that is less than five lengths from the port-
tack layline when there are other boats approaching it on the
starboard layline. The odds are small that you will be able to
tack to starboard without forcing one of those starboard-tack
boats to alter course, or even find a big enough gap between
them to sail through on port tack before tacking to starboard
to windward of them. 

The provisions of rule 18.3 take effect when you complete
your tack. As shown in Figure 1, a CR 914 travels about one

length toward the port layline in the process of tacking; this means
you need to be five boat-lengths, i.e., a whopping five yards, below
the layline when you try to approach on port tack in order to reach
your new close-hauled course on starboard before you enter the four-
length zone!

Fig. 3
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report from the CR 914 engineer by Chuck Winderby Chuck Winderby Chuck Winderby Chuck Winderby Chuck Winder

IT WAS EMBARRASSING. Dick Martin borrowed my boat
when he flew to Marblehead to race in the CR 914 Region 1
Regatta hosted by the Marblehead MYC. My radio failed
him. Even worse, my spare radio had intermittent loss of
control! Dick still managed to take 4th in the 18-boat fleet.

Both radios were Futaba Attacks purchased in 1997.

First failure
While Dick was racing something broke in the transmit-

ter so that the rudder stick did not center itself. Imagine try-
ing to sail with that!

Opening the transmitter case revealed that a small piece
had broken from the “gimbal” assembly. Hard to imagine
why it broke since the only
load on the part that broke is
from the spring that centers
the steering stick. It must
have been fatigue from 8
years of steering.

By removing the gimbal
it was possible to glue a
small piece of plastic to re-
place the missing part that
had broken off. The trans-
mitter then worked fine.

One photo shows the
Futaba Attack transmitter
case opened to show the rud-
der gimbal on the left. The
close up of the gimbal shows
the self-centering arm raised
after unhooking the spring.
There is also a crack in the
gimbal body that may have
been caused by a fall taken
years ago.

  
Second Failure

Dick switched to my
spare transmitter only to find
that there was intermittent

Simple Radio Fixes

loss of boat control! A sharp
blow to the transmitter

would recover control. How would you like to sail with that
sort of problem?

Inside the transmitter there was nothing to be seen that
was suspicious, but jiggling the power wires from the bat-
teries to the electronics reproduced the intermittent behav-
ior. The very fine red wire finally broke at the solder joint
from the battery clip/spring of the transmitter battery box. It
was easily resoldered and a better wire was used.

Being “on-a-roll” I continued to fix the 27 MHz Ranger
II. This was my first radio in 1996 and had developed rudder
glitching. By opening the case and cleaning the rudder pot,
it now works like a charm.

 It is rewarding to solve problems, isn’t it? 

Open case of the Futaba Attack transmitter. The rudder gimbal is on the left

Success without honor is an unseasoned dish; it will
satisfy your hunger, but it won’t taste good.
– JOE PATERNO

The man who complains about the way the ball
bounces is likely the one who dropped it.
– LOU HOLTZ
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Close-up of repaired steering gimbal

Self-centering
Yoke

Crack in
gimbal body

(May be time
to retire this
transmitter)

New self-
centering stop
replaces
broken one.

Self-centering
Yoke Spring is
disconnected

CR 914 Class
www.cr914class.org

Chesapeake Performance Models
www.rcyachts.com

AMYA
www.amya.org

ISAF Radio Sailing Division
www.radiosailing.org

US SAILING
www.ussailing.org

ISAF
www.sailing.org

AMYA CR 914 page
www.amya.org/cr914/cr914.html

CR 914 NEWS archive
http://www.cr914class.org/cronicle_archive.php

CR 914 message board/ListServe (Yahoo)
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/cr914class

A practical guide to radio-control theory
www.ann-neil.supanet.com/What%20happens.pdf

D & M Electronics, radio repair service
www.dnmelectronics.com

Model Yachting Resource Center
www.myrc.org/

CR 914 club websites
Bay Area RC Sailors (Northern Michigan)
http://baycityrclandsailors.com/bayarearcsailors
Blue Crab Model Yacht Club (Gaithersburg, MD)
www.bcmyc.com
Chesapeake Bay Model Racing Association (MD)
www.rcyachts.com/CBMRA.htm
Cincinnati Model Yacht Club (OH)
www.regatta1.com/cmyc
Dry Pants Model Yacht Club (Essex, CT)
www.essexyc.com/dpmyc
Edgewater Yacht Club (Cleveland, OH)
www.drysail.com/CR914
Larchmont Model Yacht Club (NY)
www.larchmontyc.org/model-boats-2.htm
Marblehead Model Yacht Club (MA)
www.mmycboat.com
Mid-Missouri Model Sailing Club (Columbia, MO)
www.m3sc.org
Shoreline Model Yacht Club (San Francisco Bay area, CA)
http://smyc_cr914.tripod.com
The Yacht Club (Houston, TX)
http://home.earthlink.net/~waltbdouglas/

If your club has an active CR 914 website that is not listed here,
email its URL to rhm@ussailing.net

CR 914 resources on the Internet
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How Straight  is Straight?
by Chuck Luscomb

fter six years of sailing 914s and the same boat, I
finally broke down and made a jig to check the mast
to see if it was straight (side to side) in the boat. I

Editor’s notes:
Chuck’s laser idea is a brilliant one, a veritable beacon of

(coherent) light, to guide technology-infatuated 914ers, and other
RC sailors as well, out of the dark age of the A-frame.

 A little trigonometry shows that the angle between the keel
tube and the deck of Chuck’s boat is about 87.1°, nearly three
degrees out of alignment. Curious to see whether Chuck has
illuminated a problem that may apply to all CR 914s, using an
inexpensive but otherwise similar laser “chalk-line” generator
(Stanley SPK Single Point Laser Kit with beam spreader and
tripod, $29.96 at Home Depot), I checked my boat and two oth-
ers that were available in my shop, all of whose masts had been
aligned using the A-frame method.
Sure enough, two of the three
were off, although the misalign-
ment was only about 0.5° (3/8" and
1/2" to starboard at the top of their
masts, not enough to be evident to
the naked eye, but glaringly obvious
to the laser.)

If you want to check your boat but
can’t justify the cost of a chalk-line la-
ser system—you could try to rational-
ize, like I did, that it will prove useful
for hanging pictures—here are two
alternative suggestions. Take a
digital photo of your boat, carefully
aligned so that the center of the
bow bumper is directly in front of
the center of the keel and the
base of the mast, showing the
entire boat from keel bulb to mast top. Using a graphics pro-
gram on your computer, superimpose a straight line (like the
one Chuck and I drew on his photo to simulate the laser chalk-
line). Or buy a 3' piece of 13/64" or 3/16" tubing or rod, be sure
it is perfectly straight, and insert it in the keel tube. This method,
which I tested on my three boats, is less precise and far less
sophisticated than the laser technique, but it will readily detect
misalignment of a half a degree or more.

A
had done this in the past by attaching a string to the mast
crane and using it like a tape measure down from the top to
each side at the shear marking the position with black marker.
This seemed to work OK but I wanted something a bit easier
to do.

I had seen other skippers using a simple A-frame made
from nearly any straight material like plywood or Glass Re-
inforced Plastic. The two strips are fastened together at one
end. Separating the two halves and placing the bases on the
deck at the shear creates the ‘A’. In theory, if the mast is
straight, the fastener on the A frame should line up with the
center of the rig. Simple. Right? Wrong.

I found that when I placed the A-frame on the deck, it
showed my rig about 1" off midway between the upper and
lower spreader. Pretty
far out considering the
boat seemed to sail well
on both tacks. Thinking
this must be correct,
however, I went ahead
and moved the rig to
what the A-frame indi-
cated was the correct
position. I was not pre-
pared for how badly the
boat sailed with the rig
in this position. Boats I
normally beat were sail-
ing away from me no
matter what I did. I de-
cided to move the rig
back to where it had
been and see what
would happen. The boat
sailed much better and I
was once again up with
the leaders.

So what was the
problem? I decided that
I needed to bring in the
big guns to see what was
really happening. I
pulled from under my

my workbench and fitted the accessory that shoots the laser
line in a “stripe.” I set the boat with the bow pointing at the
laser. This takes a number of small adjustments to get it right.
The laser light needs to hit the front of the keel bulb, the keel
blade, the bow (bow bumper) and the mast step, and then
run the length of the mast to the masthead. Once everything
was set up correctly, I discovered the problem. With the mast
back in its old position, it was very close to being in perfect
line with the keel. The problem as it turns out was that the
deck was not perpendicular to the keel.

Now that I know what the issue is, I can adjust my A-
frame to fit my deck and the laser-adjusted rig for a simple
check without the level.

Questions on how to check your boat? E-mail me at
cluscomb@lewmarusa.com. Chuck Luscomb, #661. 

Since the projected laser light doesn’t
show up well in a photograph, this
picture simulates the laser “stripe” in a
PhotoShop-generated “underexposure.”

workbench my con-
struction-grade laser
level. I put my boat on

The BoaTyard
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s we all know, our beloved CR 914 is a great little
boat; however, there are some alternative methods
to the rigging

Alternate boom rings for the CR 914
by Don Boyko*

more BoaTyard

A
which in my opinion work
better, and are less prone to
problems. One item that I
believe was engineered on
the weak side are the boom
rings used for the outhaul
adjustment on the jib and
main, and for the jib and
main sheet adjustments. I
broke my first “boom
slider” during the initial
construction of my CR 914.
I was thinking of an alter-
native method to use in
place of these and came across some grommets that I had
lying around from my R/C gas boats’ supplies. They work
so nice, are light, and are so cheap, I had to share this alter-
native method with other CR 914 sailors.

 I started with a bag of vinyl grommets from Radio Shack.
A bag full of various sizes of grommets costs less that two
bucks. Most af the grommets are useless for this project, but
one bag contains enough to replace all of your existing plas-
tic boom sliders.

 After removing the original sliders, I cleaned the main
and jib booms with acetone. I then installed two rings on
each of the booms. The vinyl grommets will easily slide on
the booms and won’t hold an adjustment until they are
snugged up as described below.

 For each sheet adjuster, I took a long length of Spectra
line and tied about an 1/8" diameter loop in one end. I ap-
plied some CA glue to the loop and knot, and wicked the
excess with a paper towel. I then wrapped the line around
the grommet. After I snugged it up, I tied a square knot and
CA’ed the knot to secure it. I cut off the excess line and bent
the loop forward on the main boom, and aft on the jib boom.

 The outhauls are similar in installation. I started with
two more lengths of Spectra line and routed them through
the main and jib clews a couple times. I then twisted the line
several times and applied some CA to the twisted portion to
hold the line fast. I then took the lengths of line and again
wrapped them around the grommets in opposite directions
and again snugged them and secured the the lines around the
grommets with square knots. I applied some CA to the knots
and trimmed the excess line (Note: I’ve found that it is easy
to twist the grommets around the booms so the square knots
are facing up when applying the CA).

 With the Spectra line properly snugged up around the
grove in the grommet, you have a nice adjustment that is
easy to set and, most importantly, adjusts and holds in all
wind conditions and extremes of temperature. 

Editor’s notes:
The author, Don Boyko (CR 914 #1216, Kansas) has many

years of experience racing RC powerboats in the Kansas City
area and nationally, but is new to RC sailing this year. Watch for
him to come up with many more innovative ideas.

This modification is legal: Class Rule Interpretation 2 states
that “the design and location of boom fittings are not controlled
by the rules. Rule 9.2 reads, ‘All mast fittings ...’, and therefore
does not apply to boom fittings.”

A less detailed article about using panel grommets appeared
in issue 14 of the CR 914 NEWS back in 1998. It was followed
by two caveats from Chuck Winder, about rubber grommets snag-
ging the rigging of another boat (issue 18, page 10,) and about
the potential for the added weight of a rubber grommet near the
aft end of the jib boom to prevent the jib from swinging into the
wing-and-wing position by altering the center of gravity (issue
19, page 10). Here is why, according to Chuck: “Rig geometry
and gravity cause the jib boom to return to the boat centerline
when the boat is level. The center of gravity of the boom is well
aft of its pivot point. The jib pivots around a line from the deck
tack fitting to the jumper strut at the mast. The slope of that
pivot line creates a pendulum. The jib boom is the weight on the
pendulum and [it] wants to be at rest at the lowest position it can
find. That position is at the boat centerline when the boat is not
heeling... A grommet adds weight at the aft end of the boom,
and the center-of-gravity is moved further aft. Thus higher wind
strength is required to lift the boom out to wing-n-wing.”

You can find the published class rule interpretations and all
back issues of the newsletter on the class website, at
www.cr914class.org/class_rules.php#interpretations, and
www.cr914class.org/cronicle_archive.php.
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etting good starts can make races more fun since
you will surely be sailing more often in the front of
the pack. Here is a narrative of what I think about

Starting Narrative
by Geoff Becker

G
during a typical start.

After checking the boat and making sure all the controls
are set to my satisfaction, I make sure not to sail too far
away from the starting line. I do sail around, however, get-
ting a feel for the boat and the conditions, but I know it is
easy to get too far upwind when tuning before the start. Now
wait for the attention signals and look upwind to find the
weather mark. Check to see if one side or the other looks
better for the first leg, looking for more wind or better shifts.
Then check the line to see if one side or the other looks bet-
ter to start near and to get a place on the dock to sight the
line. Get ready for two minutes!

Two minutes to go.
As the time counts down from two minutes to go I am

reviewing my game plan for the start; where I want to start
and where I think the best advantage might be gained up-
wind. During the sequence, since I am sailing back and forth
around the starting line, I make sure to stay clear of other
boats, especially starboard tack boats when on port. Avoid-
ing traffic is my primary goal in the pre-start.

One minute to go.
Has the wind shifted? Is the wind up or down? Is the

course still looking the same as before? This is a good time

to change the plan if there is a
need to adjust for changing con-
ditions.

Thirty seconds to go.
Am I moving toward my starting spot?

Making sure not to get into too much traffic with
other boats. It is always better to start in a different
location rather than force my boat into a crowded posi-
tion, even if that means starting away from my desired loca-
tion on the line.

Twenty seconds to go.
I need to make sure I am clear of other boats, and will

continue to be until the start. Are there boats that might be-
come a problem at the start? This is my last chance to bail
out of my position and still salvage a good start. If it looks
bad now, bail out and find a clear spot on the line, even if it
is away from the favored end.

Ten seconds to go.
I should be luffing, waiting for the start. Sail a high angle

while luffing so that a hole is created to leeward for accel-
eration. If there is a large hole to leeward I begin to acceler-
ate early; if not, I wait until the boat to leeward sails down
before I accelerate.

5-4-3-2-1-go!
Bear away, sheet in and accelerate! I should be at full

speed at zero! At the start my position and sail trim are a big
deal since there are so many boats so close together. I want
my boat to be fast away from the line. Check to see if there is
an individual recall. Am I over early? Keep listening until I
am sure that I am clear.

How is my start?
Clean start: keep sailing fast and look for the next puff/

shift. Bad start or bad air: look for a place to tack into a clean
lane. Sometimes finding a clear sailing lane requires more
than one tack. Once clear in a clean lane look upwind for
next puff/shift.

30 seconds after the start.
The most important part of the race is often the first 30

seconds after the start. Getting clear from the traffic of the
fleet and away from the starting line often will mean I will
be in the top half of the fleet or even up near the front. I try
to avoid sailing in bad air in the first 30 seconds after the
start, even if that means tacking in a direction that I think
might not be the favored direction. Once I am clear of other
boats, I can begin to sail the shifts and puffs, away from
interfering traffic. 

A good fleet start, like this one at the 2005 Nationals at Redd’s Pond,
should look like a big white picket fence.

photo credit: Chuck Winder
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t is only when you look at how people’s interests shift
from this fashion to that or from one fad to another that
one can appreciate the fact that Larchmont Model Yacht

8. Allow boats to hit a mark – and not do a penalty turn.
Early on we adopted this rule. Few of us have the eyes we
once did…enough said.

9. Have special regattas throughout the year. We do a big
Spring Invitational in April every year, but to break the same-
old/same-old we have a Pumpkin Pie Regatta the Saturday
after Thanksgiving (guess what the prizes are), we have a
New Years Day regatta (the five or six prizes are assorted
12-packs of beer, winner gets to pick first and down the line),
and we have our July Race Week evening regatta. These
events draw spectators (family in town, friends, etc.) which
boosts awareness and participation.

Larchmont Model Yacht Club celebrates
its tenth anniversary with a Top-10 list

by Buttons Padin

I
Club (Larchmont, New York) is entering its tenth year of
active sailing. It is with that “long view” in mind, that we
share the following Top-10 list of things we have done to
ensure that our model fleet will be around for another de-
cade. These practices have worked for us and, perhaps, they
can work for other clubs.

1. Make it easy, make it time-efficient. We have a room at
the Club where we keep our boats so we don’t have to lug
them back and forth (except for Dick McCarthy who hangs
his 914 out the trunk of his BMW G3). As for time effi-
ciency, we arrive at the Club at 0900, we sail from 0930 to
1100 and are home doing chores and honey-do projects by
1130.

2. Have spare parts on hand. These boats will break, and
being able to make a quick fix and get back onto the water
quickly increases sailor satisfaction and fleet size.

3. Experienced sailors help the new guys. The stronger
the fleet, the more satisfying the win. I can’t remember an
instance when one sailor wasn’t more than happy to help
another rig, tune or repair a boat.

4. Have movable marks. Initially, we set permanent marks
around the front dock. That led to compromised courses. We
now set marks each week to match the wind direction. We
will also move them as the wind shifts.

5. Don’t make the leg too long…nor too short. A short
windward leg gets everyone to the mark at the same
time…Chaos! Too long a leg makes visibility a problem. Find
the balance between the two.

6. Whoever wins this week brings donuts next week. Adds
to the fun. If one guy wins too often, we highlight some
dubious achievement noted that day and pass the donut re-
sponsibility to that person with “appropriate notice” in the
newsletter.

7. Have a weekly newsletter during the season. This may
be tough for many and I don’t get it out regularly any more.
Doesn’t have to be long. Give results, note particularly smart
(and dumb) moves, mention lots of the sailors… particu-
larly those at the bottom of the fleet. Send via e-mail to keep
it simple.

LMYC members and their trophies at the Pumpkin Pie Regatta

the
Larchmont

Model
Yacht
Club

burgee

10. Have fun. That’s what it’s all about. At Larchmont, none
of us have found a better way to spend a winter Saturday
morning than standing on the docks with a dozen buddies
racing our 914s. If you find one, let us know. Otherwise join
in the fun!

Make plans to join us in Larchmont for LMYC’s 2006 Spring
Invitational Regatta the weekend of April 8–9. Great sail-
ing, tremendous social happenings and, yes, the notorious
Grog Barrel. If you’re interested in being “invited,” shoot a
note to me at ERPadin@aol.com. 
Sail fast,
Buttons Padin
Commodore, Larchmont Model Yacht Club
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New Boats and Owners
 Sail
 No. Boat name Owner City State

612 Feather John T. Baldwin Deep River CT
823 Debra Ann William Wright Alameda CA

1304 Michael H. Edwards Wooster OH
1305 Paul O. Marden Ivorytown CT
1306 Chris Colson Zionsville IN
1307 Henry Colie Summit NJ
1308 Philip Zinman Fremont CA
1309 Patriot Steve Delva Los Gatos CA
1310 Jim Clarkson Newport Beach CA
1311 Totanya Howard Farrer Old Saybrook NJ
1312 William Neltner Hamilton OH

The Honor Role
The following ten heros contributed articles and/or pho-
tographs for this issue.

Geoff Becker ..................................... Annapolis, MD
Don Boyko ............................................... Olathe, KS
Tyler Cagwin ....................................... Syracuse, NY
Pablo Godel ................................ West Chester, OH
Chuck Luscomb ............................... Deep River, CT
Carole Martin ..................................... Columbia, MO
Steve Mitchell ......................................... Mason, OH
Buttons Padin ................................... Larchmont, NY
Bob Rosenbaum ............................... Cleveland, OH
Chuck Winder ................................ Marblehead, MA

When will my subscription expire?
Have you ever wondered whether the CRonicle was
overdue, only to go back and find that the last issue
you received (quite some time ago) bore a warning
that it would be your last issue unless you renewed
your subscription. I have done it, too (twice). I now
put colored reminder labels on the address page
and at the top of the first page of last issues. And
you need to remember to renew the moment you
see those colored labels! (Although, if I have not
received your renewal when the subsequent issue
is ready to mail I will send you one more reminder
to renew at that time.)

Immediately after your name on the address label
you can see the number of the issue when your
subscription will expire. Must you wait until your last
scheduled issue to renew your subscription? Abso-
lutely not. This would be a fine time to renew, right
now!

The Editor

Deadlines for future issues
submission publication

issue deadline date

50 - Spring 2006 ............ Mar 15 ............. Apr 1

51 - Summer 2006 ........ Jun 15 .............. Jul 1

52 - Autumn 2006 .......... Sep 15 ............. Oct 1

53 - Winter 2007 ........... Dec 15 ............. Jan 2

But submissions are welcome any time.  There’s no
law that says that you must wait until the deadline! ☺☺☺☺☺

www.rcyachts.com
Dave Ramos
227 Main Street

Stevensville, MD 21666
(410) 604-3907

(410) 604-3908 fax

Who’s Gotta Regatta?
CR 914 Midwinter Championship

February 4-5, 2006    Fort Lauderdale, FL
www.m3sc.org/cr914midwinters

Vince Peritore – rcsailorscove@aol.com

Larchmont Invitational
April 8-9 2006    Larchmont, NY

Buttons Padin – ERPadin@aol.com

2006 National Championship
October 20-22, 2006    San Diego, CA

Douglas McKerrow – mckdm@sbcglobal.net
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Name
Address
City         State     Zip    Country
Telephone Email
Current AMYA membership number      Club affiliation (if any)

Send completed form to
AMYA Membership Secretary

Michelle Dannenhoffer
558 Oxford Avenue

Melbourne, FL 32935
888-237-9524 (toll free)

office@amya.org

AMERICAN MODEL YACHTING ASSOCIATION
Application for membership     Check one: New___ Renewal____

Check one: Adult-$25___  Family-$27.50___  Junior-$12.50___
Add $10 for postage in Canada and $15 for other countries. Add $10 for first class mail delivery in U.S.

Enclose check or money order payable to AMYA, or check one: Mastercard__  VISA__
card number__________________________   expiration date________ signature____________________________________

List all model sailboats you own:

class sail number

         CR 914 _______
______________ _______
______________ _______

Name Sail number(s)

Address

City, State, Zip

Email   Evening phone number (        )        -

AMYA Number (if you are a member of the American Model Yachting Association)

Sailing club affiliation (if any) Boat name:

Mail check with this form
to: CR 914 Class Secretary

   1206 Castle Bay Place
 Columbia, MO 65203

RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION to CR 914 COMMUNICATIONS
It’s quick and easy to do:

1. Check your name and address on the mailing label on the reverse side of this form.
2. If the information there is correct, all you need to fill in below is your current email address (they change often)

and anything else that is new or has changed since the last time you subscribed.
3. Write a check for $10 (18 months, 6 issues of the CRonicle) or $20 (13 issues) payable to R. H. Martin/AMYA.
4. Cut out this form. (If you prefer to make a copy of it be sure to copy both sides!)
5. Stick this form and your check in an envelope and mail to the address shown at the bottom of this form.

Questions?
Contact Dick Martin
rhm@ussailing.net

(573) 256-7213

Make check
payable to:

R H Martin/AMYA

Want to register
 another CR 914?

Download a registration form at
www.cr914class.org/pdfs/

registration_form.pdf
49

cut here
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